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the geometry in the file is expressed in a form that is in the wgs84 coordinate system. and is inherently n/s oriented, which means that the areas in the file that are to the north are on the right side
of the image, and the areas on the south are on the left side of the image. there are plenty of wgs84 grids in the xplane format. and they are very dense. but the xplane format is easy to use and

doesn't contain any data that does not apply to the areas on top of the terrain. it doesn't even contain any data that is inside of the terrain. xplane 11 scenery packed into a 2.2 mb zip archive that
can be easily extracted and applied as is. it includes the following three scenery layers from the city of rotterdam (den haag) in the netherlands: rotterdam airline terminal airport (file: airplane.3db
) file type: dcs.3db file (requires simbris/zeroflight or compatible) scenery description: rotterdam airline terminal airport country: netherlands, rotterdam (icao: ehrd) hague airport (file: airplane.3db

file (requires simbris/zeroflight or compatible) scenery description: hague airport country: netherlands, the hague (icao: ehrd) rotterdam gae airport (file: airplane.3db file (requires
simbris/zeroflight or compatible) scenery description: rotterdam gae airport country: netherlands, rotterdam (icao: ehrd) %windir%\system32\7za.exe a -tzip -mx9 "rotterdam airline terminal

airport.zip" %windir%\system32\7za.exe x "rotterdam airline terminal airport.zip" "rotterdam airline terminal airport.zip.arc" %windir%\system32\7za.exe x
-yrotterdamairlineterminalairport_icaoehrdv41repack\rotterdamairlineterminalairport-icaoehrdv41repack.zip rotterdamairlineterminalairport.zip to easily extract the 3 scenery layers, use file

explorer to navigate to the following folder location:
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it contains:
icaro_scenerie: the
icaroscenerie plugin
netagfx: the netagfx

plugin visualization: the
visualization plugin

icarusoft: the icarusoft
plugin openai_basilisk:

the openai_basilisk
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plugin openai_basilisk:
the openai_basilisk

plugin worldcabin: the
worldcabin plugin this

step can be quite time-
consuming depending on

how many plugins you
are using. it is

recommended to copy
all the contents of the

folder/file into the
folder/file indicated in
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the step "1" so that you
do not have to do it

manually later. this place
is a 4d terrain with some
airports, with the main
ones being eindhoven

airport, rotterdam airport
and the hague airport.
there are no trees or

other vegetation in this
scenery. it contains 6
airfields. the area is
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mainly flat terrain
(around 35 meters). it

contains areas with hills
(around 10 - 15 meters

high) and some
elevations. this place is
not printed. it's a digital

terrain, so terrain
textures and ground
textures are used in
order to create some

diversity in the scenery.
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this place is a 4d terrain
with some airports, with

the main ones being
barcelona airport, ezeiza

airport and oviedo
airport. there are no

trees or other vegetation
in this scenery. it

contains 4 airfields. the
area is mostly flat terrain

(around 50 meters). it
contains areas with hills
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(around 10 meters high).
this place is not printed.
it's a digital terrain, so
terrain textures and
ground textures are

used in order to create
some diversity in the
scenery. 5ec8ef588b
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